




To our VALuED ShArEhoLDErS:

2015 was a year of changes, challenges, and opportunities for Marlin. Our net income was $16.0 million or $1.25 per diluted 

share. On an adjusted basis, excluding one-time costs associated with the retirement of our CEO and departure of our 

CFO, net income was $18.3 million or $1.44 per diluted share. We grew our new business originations 14% and delivered 

an 8% increase in net investment in leases and loans. We also demonstrated our ability to carefully manage capital by 

repurchasing stock and distributing a $2.00 per share special dividend. There were several factors that put pressure on 

earnings in 2015, some of which were external, and others that were strategically planned and implemented to position  

the company to achieve new milestones in the future.  

First, the operating environment for our small and mid-size business lending platform continued to be tested by increased 

competition and the prolonged period of low interest rates. This drove yields on new lease originations lower than the  

yields on leases which are coming to term and running off of our portfolio. In order to continue overall revenue growth,  

new originations are being priced to current market conditions, which has resulted in lower interest income revenue and  

net interest margin compression. We will continue to make strategic pricing decisions to preserve customer relationships  

and prudently grow Marlin’s balance sheet. To address the current market conditions, we developed and implemented  

a long-term strategy of diversifying our product offering. 

Second, we opened several new business channels, increased the size of our sales force, and began offering a working 

capital loan product. Based on extensive research, we added both sales and credit resources to focus on the Franchise  

and Transportation commercial finance markets. In both cases, the profile of the customers, ticket size, and credit quality 

provide attractive risk-adjusted return opportunities. We hired experienced talent and have high confidence that these 

new business channels will be substantial contributors in the future. Our working capital loan product, Funding Stream, was 

successfully launched in Q1 of 2015, as we saw an opportunity to solve our small business customers’ need for capital to 

expand their businesses. Our Funding Stream product offers short-term capital, primarily to our existing leasing customers, 

using a very convenient application process. Our new website, fundingstream.com, is a state-of-the-art portal that enables 

customers to apply for a loan in minutes. 

Lastly, we initiated a new syndication strategy that we believe will generate additional fee income across all business 

channels, thereby maximizing the use of our capital and increasing liquidity. We are confident that these strategic 

investments will result in future earnings growth and increased shareholder returns. 

We remain confident that Marlin’s unique funding platform, via our wholly owned subsidiary, Marlin Business Bank, will 

continue to give us a significant competitive advantage in our industry. Our balance sheet will remain well-capitalized,  

and we will continue to efficiently deploy capital, as demonstrated in the last half of 2015, in ways that best serve the 

interests of Marlin’s shareholders. 

We are strongly aligned to our new plan, and Marlin’s employees are unified and committed to achieving our future goals. 

While we remain excited about our position in the market and our dynamic growth prospects, there are several disciplines 

that will never change at Marlin. Our focus on maintaining underwriting discipline to ensure solid credit results remains our 

top priority.  We will also always focus on providing the best customer service in the industry.

Marlin remains one of the pre-eminent commercial lending platforms in the United States. We are well-respected in our 

industry and poised to reach new levels of success. We serve a large, diversified customer base and are excited about our 

future growth opportunities, due in large part to the dedicated and talented employees who work hard each day to serve 

our customers. On behalf of everyone at Marlin, I thank you for your continued support.  

Sincerely,

Edward J. Siciliano
Interim Chief Executive Officer and Chief Sales Officer
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